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CRYSTALS-Dilithium is a lattice-based post-quantum digital signature scheme that is resistant to attacks by

quantum computers and has been selected to be standardized in the NIST post-quantum cryptography (PQC)

standardization process. However, the speed performance and design flexibility of the Dilithium still need to

be evaluated. This article presents a high-performance software/hardware co-design of CRYSTALS-Dilithium

based on the NIST PQC round-3 parameters. High-speed pipelined hardware modules for NTT/INTT, point-

wise multiplication/addition, and for SHAKE are included in the design to accelerate the time-consuming

operations in Dilithium. All hardware modules are parameterized, thus allowing full support of runtime con-

figuration to increase versatility. Moreover, the proposed software/hardware architecture and tight operating

workflows reduce the data transmission overhead between the processor and other hardware modules. The

hardware accelerator is implemented with a reconfigurable logic on FPGA and is integrated with the high-

performance ARM Cortex-A9 processor in the Xilinx Zynq Architecture. We measure the performance of

the software/hardware system for Dilithium in NIST security levels 2, 3, and 5. Compared to pure software

implementations, we achieve 8.7–12.5 times speedup in Key generation, 6.3–7.3 times speedup in Sign, and

9.1–12.2 times speedup in Verify operations.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Public key cryptography provides data confidentiality and authenticity in modern digital commu-

nication systems. However, the most widely used public-key algorithms, including the RSA and

ECC, can be efficiently broken by running the Shor’s algorithm [40] on a quantum computer with a

few thousand qubits. Hence, it has become necessary to find suitable alternative cryptosystems be-

fore the practical deployment of quantum computers. Post-quantum cryptography (PQC) is a

term to describe the set of cryptographic algorithms that are secure against quantum attacks [7, 8].

PQC algorithms are divided into different variants, namely, lattice-based cryptography [30], code-

based cryptography [33], multivariate cryptography [13], hash-based cryptography [9], and su-

persingular elliptic curve isogeny cryptography [20]. The National Institute of Standards and

Technology (NIST) has initiated a process of PQC standardization since 2016. Sixty-nine schemes

were selected for the first round of evaluation after 2017. Seven of these schemes have advanced to

the third round of evaluation after July 2020. In July 2022, NIST identified four candidate algorithms

for standardization, including three lattice-based cryptography: CRYSTALS-KYBER, CRYSTALS-

Dilithium, FALCON, and a hash-based signature: SPHINCS+.

Lattice-based cryptography is based on the difficulty of computational lattice problems that

cannot be solved efficiently on a conventional digital computer. Examples of such problems include

the shortest vector problem (SVP) [1], short integer solution problem (SIS) [1], and the

learning with error problem (LWE) [36]. The SIS problem is to find a short vector s such that

A·s = 0, given the matrix A. The LWE is to find the vector s from b = A·s+e, given the matrix A and

the vector b, where e is the hidden error vector. The Ring-SIS and Ring-LWE problems [28] define

the matrix A over a polynomial ring so it can be obtained under the rotational shift operation

of a vector a. This design provides more compactness and efficacy, because there is no need to

store the large matrix A and the calculation of A · s can be accelerated by using the number

theoretic transforms (NTT). The Module-SIS (MSIS) and Module-LWE (MLWE) [24] replace

the single ring elements (a and s) with the module elements over the same ring. Therefore, there

exist tradeoffs between security and efficiency in MSIS and MLWE.

Based on the hardness of the MSIS and MLWE lattice problems, CRYSTALS-Dilithium [3] is de-

signed using the Fiat-Shamir with Aborts technique [26]. It is a digital signature scheme that has

been proved secure under the chosen message attacks. The most time-consuming operations in the

Dilithium scheme are the extendable-output function (XOF) and the matrix/vector multiplica-

tion in the polynomial ring. The parameters of polynomial ring and XOF are the same in different

security levels but only involve fewer or more operations. The officially submitted Dilithium im-

plementation is given in the C language, and there is an AVX2 optimized version.

The deployment of different software and hardware platforms significantly impacts the perfor-

mance of the cryptosystems. There are many software and hardware design explorations to evalu-

ate the NIST PQC algorithm standardization process. Software implementation owns the merits of

easy portability and short development time, thus normally becomes the first performance evalua-

tion choice. Greconici et al. [18] implemented Dilithium on ARM Cortex-M3 and ARM Cortex-M4

to explore the tradeoff between speed and memory usage strategy. Hardware implementation (e.g.,

FPGA and ASIC) can easily outperform software implementation in speed and power, although a
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relatively longer development cycle is required. Soni et al. [41] made a hardware comparison of

the NIST PQC signature algorithm Dilithium and qTESLA in FPGA using an HLS-based design

methodology. Ricci et al. [37] proposed the first VHDL implementation of Dilithium on FPGA and

was a high-speed design.

Software/hardware co-design, however, is a System on Chip (SoC) design involving both the

software design in a microprocessor such as ARM and RISC-V and the hardware design on an

FPGA or ASIC. The software/hardware co-design possesses the advantages of pure software and

hardware platforms. Specifically, a parallel and pipelined architecture could be explored to speed

up the critical part of the system on the hardware while the remaining non-critical part be imple-

mented in the software in a short development time. Hence, the software/hardware co-design has

less time to market than pure hardware [21] and achieves better performance than pure software

designs.

Furthermore, the limited hardware resources in FPGAs make the software/hardware co-design

a good choice for efficient system implementations. Systems that cannot fit into the desired FPGA

could be implemented as a software/hardware co-design with reduced costs (than buying bigger or

higher-end FPGA) and optimum performance [2]. Other software/hardware co-design advantages

are easier controllability and higher flexibility. The control and configuration section could be put

on the software [21]. More flexibility could be achieved by placing the non-critical part susceptible

to modifications on the software side while the fixed critical part achieved in the hardware. Hence,

by using a software/hardware co-design, the hardware side could easily be subjected to several

tests from the software side code. Aysu et al. [2] presented an SW/HW co-design for lattice-based

signature to reduce resource utilization and optimize the latency in offline and online applica-

tion scenarios. Dang et al. [12] implemented three lattice-based PQC algorithms using SW/HW

co-design and demonstrated 7–30× speedup over pure software. Mera et al. [29] designed a poly-

nomial multiplication co-processor for the saber and achieved a 6× speedup over the software at

a small area cost.

Several software/hardware co-designs exist on NIST round-2 Dilithium, including [46] on ZYNQ-

7020 platform with ARM Cortex-A9 processor, and [4] with software on RISC-V processor and

hardware on ASIC. In Reference [46], the authors designed hardware architecture for NTT, point-

wise addition/multiplication, and SHA-3 Keccak functions. However, the speed improvement was

insignificant. The point-wise operations only considered two polynomials, not particularly acceler-

ation for the polynomial matrix and vectors. Meanwhile, the Keccak-related samplers were not im-

plemented in the hardware, which resulted in a large data transmission overhead. In Reference [4],

hardware accelerators, including sampling with SHA-3 based Pseudo-Random Number Gener-

ation (PRNG) and NTT, were designed to adapt the computation of several lattice-based cryp-

tosystems. However, the authors did not provide a dedicated acceleration for the time-consuming

polynomial matrix-vector multiplication, resulting in a longer Dilithium computation time.

To further shorten the data transmission overhead and increase the speed of the Dilithium cryp-

tosystem, we propose a high-speed hardware accelerator and integrate it into a flexible SoC ar-

chitecture. To further benefit the society, our code is open-source and available at https://github.

com/CALAS-CityU/SW-HW-Co-design-of-Dilithium. The major contributions of this work are as

follows:

• In pursuit of configurability, a flexible SoC architecture is designed for both the software

and the hardware computation. A fully parameterized versatile hardware accelerator design

enables a runtime configuration to adjust the computation for Dilithium of different security

levels.

• To maintain a good speed-area tradeoff, a hybrid NTT/INTT module is designed for both

NTT and INTT. The separated NTT and INTT algorithms are combined, and the hybrid
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ALGORITHM 1: Dilithium’s Key Generation [3]

Output: Public key pk , Secret key sk

1: ζ ← {0, 1}256

2: (ρ, ς, K ) ∈ {0, 1}256×3 := H256 (ζ )

3: (s1, s2) ∈ S l
η × Sk

η := H128 (ς )

4: Â ∈ Rk×l
q := H128 (ρ )

5: ŝ1 =NTT(s1)
6: m̂1 = Â · ŝ1 // Polynomial Matrix-Vector Multiplication (Point-wise Multiplication + Point-wise Addition)

7: m2 =INTT(m̂1)
8: t :=m2 + s2 // Point-wise Addition

9: (t1, t0) := Power2Roundq (t, d )

10: tr ∈ {0, 1}384 := H256 (ρ | |t1)
11: Pack pk = (ρ, t1), pack sk = (ρ, K, tr, s1, s2, t0)

architecture can now reuse hardware resources for NTT/INTT computation. Hardware ac-

celerators for the time-consuming SHAKE and point-wise addition/multiplication are de-

signed to speed up the whole Dilithium system. Moreover, all hardware modules are imple-

mented to run in constant time to avoid simple timing attacks.

• To reduce the data transmission overhead, vectorized point-wise adder and multiplier are

designed to accommodate different lengths of polynomial matrix-vector multiplication and

polynomial vector multiplication/addition/subtraction. This design effectively reduces the

data transfer between the software and the hardware. Furthermore, a unified pipeline ar-

chitecture, which tightly integrates Keccak core with samplers, is designed for the SHAKE.

The tightly coupled architecture can effectively reduce the intermediate data transmission

between the software and the hardware.

• The proposed design is implemented on Xilinx ZedBoard and evaluates the Dilithium Key

generation, Sign, and Verify algorithms performance under three different security levels.

Implementation results show that the proposed system could compute Dilithium security

level 2 Key generation, Sign, and Verify in 1.10ms , 5.93ms , and 1.17ms , respectively. Com-

pared with the pure software implementation, the proposed software/hardware co-design

achieves a speedup of 6.3–33.2×.

The rest of this article is organized as follows: Section 2 briefly introduces the Dilithium al-

gorithms and provides a software profiling of the algorithms. Section 3 presents the hardware

design details, including software/hardware co-design architecture, hybrid NTT/INTT module,

point-wise multiplication module, point-wise addition module, and SHA-3-based PRNG module.

Section 4 discusses the experiment results, including the design and test of hardware and soft-

ware, operational analysis, and the overall performance of SW/HW co-design. Section 5 compares

the design of polynomial operations and complete signature schemes with other related works.

Section 6 concludes this article.

2 PRELIMINARIES

2.1 CRYSTALS-Dilithium Signature Algorithm

The Dilithium signature cryptosystem comprises three parts: Key generation, Sign, and Verify.

Specifically, Key generation generates public and private keys. Sign uses the private key to sign

the message, while the Verify uses the public key to verify the validity of the signature. For ease

of understanding from the computation perspective, we enrich the content of these algorithms

by adding computational details and describing them in Algorithms 1, 2, and 3, respectively. Ta-

ble 1 describes the notations and operations in the above algorithms used in the NIST Dilithium

ACM Transactions on Reconfigurable Technology and Systems, Vol. 16, No. 3, Article 44. Publication date: June 2023.
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Table 1. Algorithm Notations and Operations Description

Notation or operation Description

Superscript Data size.

Subscript Serial number or parameter.

Normal letter Scalar.

Bold lower-case letters (e.g., s) Polynomial vector.

Bold upper-case letters (e.g., A) Polynomial matrix.

| | Concatenate numbers.

ˆ The number is in NTT domain.

H128 SHAKE128 XOF in SHA-3.

H256 SHAKE258 XOF in SHA-3.

Sη Rejection eta sampling with coefficient in [−η,η].

Rq Rejection uniform sampling with coefficient in [−q,q].

Sγ1 Bit-pack to get number in[−γ1,γ1).
NTT Transform polynomial to NTT domain.

INTT Convert the polynomial from NTT domain to normal domain.

Power2 Round Power of two rounding.

HighBits Decompose to get high-order bits.

LowBits Decompose to get low-order bits.

MakeHint Compute hint for overflow bits.

UseHint Use hint to correct overflow bits.

Sample InBall Sample polynomial with τ nonzero coefficients in {−1,1}.

Table 2. Parameters of Dilithium [3]

NIST Security Level 2 3 5

Parameters

q [modulus] 8,380,417 8,380,417 8,380,417

d [dropped bits from t] 13 13 13

τ [# of ±1’s in c] 39 40 60

γ1 [y coefficient range] 217 219 219

γ2 [lower rounding range] (q − 1)/88 (q − 1)/32 (q − 1)/32

(k, l ) [dimensions of A] (4, 4) (6, 5) (8, 7)
η [secrete key range] 2 4 2

β [τ · η] 78 196 120

ω [max # of 1’s in h] 80 55 75

reference C code [3]. Note that Dilithium has three different security levels, which provides a

tradeoff in security and performance. Table 2 lists the parameter values in different security levels.

In Algorithm 1, the ζ is a 256-bit true random number (i.e., Step 1) and is expanded by the

SHAKE256 to get the ρ, ς ,K (i.e., Step 2). The ς is extended by the SHAKE128, which generates

short vectors s1, s2 after rejection sampling (i.e., Step 3). The ρ is extended by the SHAKE128

to generate the polynomial matrix A after rejection sampling (i.e., Step 4). Because Dilithium is

based on the MLWE problem, A is a polynomial matrix, not a vector. NTT is used in polynomial

matrix-vector multiplication (i.e., Steps 5–7). Note that A is sampled in the NTT domain, no further

transformation is needed. The Power2Round breaks up high and low bits to shrink the key size

(i.e., Step 9). The outputs pk and sk are packed and stored for Sign and Verify (i.e., Step 11).
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ALGORITHM 2: Dilithium’s Sign [3]

Input: Secret key sk , Message M

Output: Signature σ

1: Unpack sk = (ρ, K, tr, s1, s2, t0)
2: μ ∈ {0, 1}384 := H256 (tr | |M )
3: ρ′ ∈ {0, 1}384 := H256 (K | |μ )

4: Â ∈ Rk×l
q := H128 (ρ )

5: ŝ1=NTT(s1), ŝ2 =NTT(s2), t̂0 =NTT(t0)
6: κ := 0, (z, h) := ⊥
7: while (z, h) = ⊥ do

8: y ∈ ˜S l
γ1

:= H256 (ρ′, κ )

9: ŷ =NTT(y)

10: ŵ := Â · ŷ // Polynomial Matrix-Vector Multiplication (Point-wise Multiplication + Point-wise Addition)

11: w =INTT(ŵ)
12: w1 := HighBitsq (w, 2γ2)

13: c̃ ∈ {0, 1}256 := H256 (μ | |w1)
14: c ∈ Bτ :=SampleInBall(c̃ )
15: ĉ =NTT(c )
16: v1 =INTT(ĉ · ŝ1) // Polynomial Vector Multiplication (Point-wise Multiplication)

17: z := y + v1 // Point-wise Addition

18: v2 =INTT(ĉ · ŝ2) // Polynomial Vector Multiplication (Point-wise Multiplication)

19: v3 = w − v2 // Point-wise Subtraction

20: r0 :=LowBitsq (v3, 2γ2)
21: if | |z | |∞ ≥ γ1 − β or | |r0 | |∞ ≥ γ2 − β then

22: (z, h) := ⊥
23: else

24: v4 =INTT(ĉ · t̂0) // Polynomial Vector Multiplication (Point-wise Multiplication)

25: h :=MakeHintq (−v4, v3 + v4, 2γ2) // Point-wise Addition

26: if | |v4 | |∞ ≥ γ2 or the # of 1’s in h ≥ ω then

27: (z, h) = ⊥
28: end if

29: end if

30: κ := κ + l

31: end while

32: Pack σ = (z, h, c̃ )

In Algorithm 2, the sk is unpacked for Sign (i.e., Step 1). The SHAKE256 is used for hashing

input messages and keys (i.e., Steps 2–3). The masking vector y is expanded from ρ ′,κ by using

the SHAKE256, and its coefficients are within the range [−γ1,γ1) (i.e., Step 8). The polynomial

matrix-vector multiplication A · y is calculated and the HighBits is used to get the high-order bits

w1 (i.e., Steps 9–12). The challenge c is obtained by hashing the tr ,M,w1 with the SHAKE256,

then sampled with τ random positions to be ±1 and the others be 0 (i.e., Steps 13–14). The c is used

to generate the potential signature z (i.e., Steps 15–17). Note that fewer bits are used to store the

signature; it needs to generate the hints h before compression to ensure the correctness in Verify

(i.e., Step 25). There are four conditions to check whether z will leak information (i.e., Steps 21, 26).

If yes, then the signature will be rejected and then generated again.

In Algorithm 3, public key pk and signature σ are unpacked for Verify (i.e., Steps 1–2). The

messageM and public key are hashed with the SHAKE256 (i.e., Step 3). The NTT is used to calculate

Az − ct (i.e., Steps 5–10). The hint h is used to correct calculation errors in data compression (i.e.,

Step 10). There are three conditions to check whether the obtained signature can meet the security

requirements (i.e., Step 12). If the security requirements are not satisfied simultaneously, then the

signature will be rejected.
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Fig. 1. Software profiling results of Dilithium.

ALGORITHM 3: Dilithium’s Verify [3]

Input: Public key sk , Message M , signature σ

Output: The validity of the signature

1: Unpack σ = (z, h, c̃ )
2: Unpack pk = (ρ, t1)
3: μ ∈ {0, 1}384 := H256 (H256 (ρ | |t1) | |M )

4: Â ∈ Rk×l
q := H128 (ρ )

5: ẑ =NTT(z)
6: ŵ1 := Â · ẑ // Polynomial Matrix-vector Multiplication (Point-wise Multiplication + Point-wise Addition)

7: c :=SampleInBall(c̃ )

8: ĉ =NTT(c ), t̂1 =NTT(t1 · 2d )
9: w2 = ĉ · t̂1 // Polynomial Vector Multiplication (Point-wise Multiplication)

10: w′ :=UseHintq (h, w1 −w2, 2γ2) // Point-wise Subtraction

11: c2 = H256 (μ | |w′)
12: Return[ | |z | |∞ < γ1 − β ] and [c̃ = c2] and [# of 1’s in h is ≤ ω]

2.2 Software Profiling and Design Analysis

Before dividing the workload between the software and the hardware, it is important to first ana-

lyze the schedule and data dependency of the algorithm, conduct profiling, and identify the time-

consuming functions in the system. We choose the Dilithium reference C code implementation [3]

in NIST Security Level 3 and profile it with the TCF profiler on Xilinx Vitis Platform. We execute

the Key generation, Sign and Verify algorithms 1,000 times on the ARM Cortex-A9 processor (with

cache on) at 666 MHz and obtain the time percentage of each operation, as summarized in Figure 1.

As shown in Figure 1, the most time-consuming part is the SHA-3 related operation, including

the SHAKE128/SHAKE256 permutation, input absorb, and output store functions. The second is

the INTT operation, and the third is the NTT operation. Both NTT and INTT operations include

modular multiplication and occupy around 34% of the computing time. The fourth is the point-

wise multiplication (PWM) operation, which takes 9.68% of the time. The fifth is the point-

wise addition (PWA) operation with the subsequent modular operations (the PWA also includes

the point-wise subtraction operation). Sampling operation occupies around 2% of the total time,

which includes the rejection eta sampling and rejection uniform sampling. There are 5% remaining

operations are listed as Others in Figure 1, such as signature pack operation for 0.57%, signature
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Fig. 2. The top-level SW/HW co-design SoC architecture.

unpack operation for 1.39%, the decompose operation in make/use hint for 1.08%, check norm

operation in signature checking for 0.56%, the SampleInBall operation for 0.06%, and so on.

Based on the Profiling results, hardware modules are designed to accelerate the six most timing-

consuming operations, which add up to 94.91% of the total execution time. They are the hybrid

NTT/INTT module for both NTT and INTT operation, the PWM module for point-wise multipli-

cation operation, the PWA module for point-wise addition/subtraction operation, and the SHAKE

module for SHA-3 operation and sampling operation. For the other operations, they are neither

time-consuming nor friendly to hardware design, so we keep them running in the software. To

increase the design flexibility to support Dilithium computation for all the security levels, we pa-

rameterize the hardware modules to support runtime configuration.

3 HARDWARE ACCELERATION ARCHITECTURE

3.1 Run-time Configurable SW/HW Co-Design Architecture

The top-level software/hardware co-design architecture is shown in Figure 2. The proposed system

is designed according to the Xilinx Zynq SoC architecture, which includes the Processing System

(PS) and the Programmable Logic (PL). The Advanced eXtensible Interface (AXI) standard

is used to interconnect the PS and PL. The software runs on the ARM processor on the PS, while

the designed hardware accelerator runs on the reconfigurable logic on the PL.

On the PS side, the processor accesses the data in the DDR for computation. The processor

includes a cache to store temporary data for acceleration. The IRQ port is used to answer the

interrupt request from the PL. The HP port is a high-performance interface that connects to the

DDR controller. It could read and write a large amount of data in memory through the AXI protocol.

The GP port is a general-purpose low-performance interface that can read and write registers on

the PL through the AXI-Lite protocol.

On the PL side, DMA is the intermedium for data communication with DDR and is connected

to the HP port using AXI stream protocol. The DMA interacts with the hardware accelerator

through input and output FIFOs. The read and write interrupt signals of the DMA pass to the IRQ

port through the concat IP. The processor controls the DMA data transfer and passes configured

parameters via the GP ports using AXI lite protocol. The AXI memory interconnect and AXI
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Table 3. Control Register Definition

Register Control signal Width Description

Reg0 start_module 3 Initiate the start/stop of the corresponding modules.

Reg1

ntt_sel 1 Select the NTT or INTT function of the hybrid NTT/INTT module.

pwm_vector_len 4 Determine the polynomial vector length in the PWM module.

pwa_add_sub_sel 1 Determine the polynomial vector length in the PWA module.

pwa_vector_len 4 Select the addition or subtraction operation in the PWA module.

Reg2

shake_mode 2 Decide the types of function in the SHA-3 family.

sampler_sel 1
Choose the sampler type is uniform rejection sampling

or eta rejection sampling.

sampler_eta 1 Set the parameter in the eta rejection sampler.

shake_write_len 10
Define the number of output bytes writing to the output FIFO

in the SHAKE module.

Reg3 shake_read_len 32 Define the number of bytes that the SHAKE module accept.

peripheral interconnect are the intermediate medium between the endpoint IPs and the PS. Their

main tasks include memory mapping, bit width conversion, and clock conversion. The AXI stream

data transmission in this design uses a 64-bit bus, while the AXI lite control signal uses a 32-bit bus.

The HW_ACC_IP consists of input and output FIFOs, a hardware accelerator, control registers,

and the module control logic. The hardware accelerator contains four modules, including the hy-

brid NTT/INTT, PWM, PWA, and SHAKE. Each module works independently. All modules work

with the same input and output FIFOs. The module control logic is an arbiter designed to convey

control information between the PS and different acceleration modules. The design configurability

is achieved through control registers, which are used to convey control signals and design param-

eters. The four control registers are defined as shown in Table 3. The register0 is to use 3-bit to

control the startup of four modules, and the other registers are used to convey parameters settings

of different modules.

3.2 Hybrid NTT/INTT Hardware Architecture

NTT is generally a Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) over an integer field or ring [25, 35,

39]. NTT is commonly used to accelerate the multiplication of two polynomials: The classical

schoolbook polynomial multiplication has a complexity of O(n2), while the NTT can reduce it to

O(n logn). The NTT is defined over polynomial ring Rq = Zq[x]/(xn + 1), where the coefficient

is under modulo q and the polynomial degree is smaller than n. The normal domain polynomial

coefficients are denoted as ai , and the NTT domain polynomial coefficients are represented as âi ,

where i = 0, 1, . . . ,n−1. The NTT is computed as âi =
∑n−1

j=0 ajω
i j inZq , while the INTT calculates

ai = n
−1∑n−1

j=0 âjω
−i j in Zq , where ω is the primitive root of unity in Rq .

When directly applying NTT in the polynomial multiplication, it requires n zeros appended to

each input, which doubles the length of the inputs and requires additional reduction to the ring Rq .

To address these issues, the negative wrapped convolution (NWC) method [27] can be explored.

By applying NWC in polynomial multiplication, one needs to first perform point-wise multiplica-

tions of ai and γ i , where the γ is the square root of ω, then transform two polynomials a(x ) and

b (x ) into NTT domain to get â(x ) and b̂ (x ). Next, point-wise multiply these two polynomials and

get ĉ (x ). After that, use INTT to transform the results back to the normal domain and get the

results c (x ). Last step is to perform point-wise multiplication of ci and γ−i .

Applying NWC requires the multiplication of γ i before NTT and the multiplication of γ−i after

INTT. The previous work in Reference [38] showed multiplication of γ i can be merged inside

the decimation-in-time NTT based on the Cooley-Tukey (CT) [11] butterfly and the work in
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Reference [34] showed the multiplication of γ−i can be merged into the decimation-in-frequency

INTT, which is based on Gentle-Sande (GS) [17] butterfly. For the CT structure, the multiplication

takes place before the add/subtract operation (i.e., a1 +a2 ·ω, a1 −a2 ·ω). For the GS structure, the

multiplication takes places only after subtract operation (i.e., a1 + a2, (a1 − a2) · ω).

When deploying NTT into hardware implementation, speed performance and resource con-

sumption are important factors. By applying CT structure in NTT and GS structure in INTT, the

speed can be increased but the resources consumption is doubled. Based on the work in Refer-

ences [23, 42, 44], a hybrid NTT/INTT algorithm is proposed for hardware implementation, which

combines control logic and butterfly computation unit for both NTT and INTT. By designing a

combined hardware module, the resources are saved and some multiplexers are introduced for

function selection. The twiddle factors for both NTT and INTT are pre-computed and stored in

the ROM memory. It is worth noting that in NTT, the pre-computed twiddle factor is obtained by

first calculating zeta[i] = γ i , i = 0, 1, . . . ,n−1 and then switching the coefficient order through the

bit reverse function. INTT first calculates zeta[i] = γ i , i = n,n + 1, . . . , 2n − 1 and then performs

bit reverse operation. Since γn ≡ −1 mod q, one could deduce the pre-computed twiddle factors

of INTT from NTT by flipping the sign bit. Using this method, we could reduce storage space for

the twiddle factors by half compared with the traditional method.

ALGORITHM 4: Hybrid NTT/INTT Algorithm

Input: a (x ) with coefficients {a1, a2 · · · an }, or â (x ) with coefficients {â1, â2 · · · ân }
Input: Pre-computed twiddle factor zeta[i] = γ Bit Rever se[i];

Output: NTT(a (x )) or INTT(â (x ))
1: Initialization k ← 0 or n

2: for m = 0; m < loд2n ; m++ do

3: len← ( n
2 >> m) or (1 << m)

4: for i = 0; i < n; i = j + len do

5: ω ← zeta[++k] or q - zeta[- -k]

6: for j = i; j < i + len; j++ do

7: r1 ← aj+l en or (âj − âj+l en )/2

8: u1 ← r1 · ω // Modular Multiplication (Multiplication + Modular Reduction)

9: r2 ← u1 or âj+l en

10: u2 ← aj + r2 or âj + r2

11: t1 ← u2 or
u2
2

12: t2 ← (aj − u1) or u1

13: aj or âj ← t1

14: aj+l en or âj+l en ← t2

15: end for

16: end for

17: end for

In Algorithm 4, the polynomial length n is 256, and the primitive 2n-th root of unity γ is 1,753

in Zq . The arithmetic is performed under modulus q, which is the prime number 8,380,417 =

223−213+1. The unified butterfly structure takes a1,a2,ω as inputs, calculates a1+a2 ·ω, a1−a2 ·ω
in NTT, and calculates (â1+â2)/2, (â1−â2) ·ω/2 in INTT (i.e., Steps 7–14). The multiplication ofn−1

in INTT is integrated into the butterfly structure by the multiplication of 1/2, which is achieved

by (u2 >> 1) whenu2 is even or (u2 >> 1)+ (q+1)/2 whenu2 is odd. The modular reduction after

the multiplication of r1 and ω (i.e., Step 8) is expensive in hardware. The commonly used Barrett

reduction [5] and Montgomery modular multiplication [31] algorithms require additional multi-

plication and conditional subtraction. We utilize the property of (223 ≡ 213 − 1 mod q) and obtain

an efficient modular reduction algorithm by splitting large-bit operation into small-bit operation

without additional multiplication, as shown in Algorithm 5.
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Fig. 3. Hybrid NTT/INTT hardware design architecture.

ALGORITHM 5: Proposed Efficient Modular Reduction in Z223−213+1

Input: a[45 : 0]

Input: q[22 : 0] = 223 − 213 + 1

Output: r = a mod q

1: c[13 : 0] = a[45 : 33] + a[32 : 23]

2: e[10 : 0] = c[13 : 10] + c[9 : 0]

3: f [22 : 0] = 213 · (e[10] + e[9 : 0]) − (e[10] + c[13 : 10])
4: x [23 : 0] = f [22 : 0] + a[22 : 0]

5: if x ≥ q then

6: x [22 : 0] = x [23 : 0] − q[22 : 0]

7: end if

8: d[22 : 0] = a[45 : 33] + a[45 : 23]

9: r [23 : 0] = x [22 : 0] − d[22 : 0]

10: if r ≥ q then

11: r [23 : 0] = r [23 : 0] − q[22 : 0]

12: end if

13: if r < 0 then

14: r [22 : 0] = r [23 : 0] + q[22 : 0]

15: end if

16: Return r

The designed NTT hardware architecture is shown in Figure 3. First, data is read from the

64-bit input FIFO and stored in the RAM_1. The polynomial coefficients are stored as 32-bit in-

tegers in the processor, so each 64-bit input data contains two polynomial coefficients. The two

32-bit polynomial coefficients are transformed under the modular q to cut the bit length to 23-bit.

Second, the data is read from one RAM to the butterfly unit for computation. At the same time, the

butterfly unit writes the computed data into the other RAM. The different operations in NTT and

INTT are selected by the multiplexer in the Butterfly unit, controlled by the 1-bit ntt_sel signal.

Two RAMs take turns to read and write, as controlled by the 1-bit flip signal. Finally, the 46-bit out-

put data from the RAM_2 is expanded to 64-bit, then written into the output FIFO. The single-port

ROM stores the pre-computed twiddle factor ω. The width of the ROM is 23-bit, and the depth is

n = 256. Two RAMs are dual-port with a width of 23-bit and a depth of n
2 = 128. A finite-state

machine (FSM) is designed to manage these three working states. Counters are designed to con-

trol each clock cycle, so each state consumes a fixed number of cycles. The modular reduction unit

designed according to Algorithm 5 contains in the butterfly unit, which consumes five clock cycles

during the reduction in pipelined mode.
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Fig. 4. Polynomial matrix-vector multiplication.

3.3 Vectorized PWM and PWA Hardware Architecture

In Dilithium, a large number of polynomial matrices and polynomial vectors require the calcula-

tion of point-wise multiplication (PWM) and point-wise addition (PWA). Hence, an efficient

hardware design to accelerate these computations is essential to a high-speed Dilithium system.

We use the array a[n] to represent all the n coefficients and a[i] to be one of the coefficient

from polynomial a(x ), where a(x ) =
∑n−1

i=0 a[i]x i . We let a be a polynomial column vector and the

coefficients of a are stored in a two-dimensional array a[l][n], where l is the column length of the

vector. Set A to be a polynomial matrix, and its coefficients are stored in a three-dimensional array

a[k][l][n]. Assume the input polynomial coefficients are a[n] and b[n], and the output polynomial

coefficients are c[n]. Then, we need to compute c[i] = a[i] ·b[i] mod q in PWM, while in PWA, we

compute c[i] = a[i] + b[i] mod q.

In the Dilithium software reference design, each function only completes one PWM/PWA of two

polynomials, ensuring flexibility in software. However, we could explore a parallel architecture

to accelerate these computations in hardware. Take the polynomial matrix-vector multiplication

shown in Figure 4 as an example. Let A be a k × l polynomial matrix, and ai j represent polynomial

with length n. b is a polynomial vector, and bi j is the polynomial with length n. The polynomial

matrix-vector multiplication is divided into two steps. In step I (multiplication), each row of the

polynomial matrix A is multiplied by the polynomial vector b to get a row of polynomial vector

in polynomial matrix C. In step II (addition), the polynomial vectors of each row in matrix C are

added correspondingly to obtain the polynomial column vector d.

There are two methods to compute the multiplication of step I. In method 1, one row of the

matrix A is taken and multiplied by the column vector b; in method 2, one column of matrix A is

taken and multiplied by one polynomial in the column vector b. Both methods need to transmit

k × l × n coefficients of the matrix A. However, for vector b, method 1 needs to transmit k × l × n
coefficients, while method 2 only needs to transmit l ×n coefficients. In method 2, the polynomial

b is reused to multiply with the column vector of length k , so the data transmission overhead of

vector b is only 1/k times of method 1. Therefore, we designed the hardware modules for PWM

according to method 2, which significantly reduces the number of data transfers.

The PWM algorithm is designed as shown in Algorithm 6. The vector length k is configurable:

When k = 1, it is used to accelerate the point-wise multiplication of two polynomials. When k
is greater than 1, it is used to compute the point-wise multiplication of the polynomial column

vector and the polynomial. In our design, the transmitted polynomial a is reused to multiply with
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Fig. 5. Point-wise multiplication design architecture.

all the polynomials in vector b, thus reducing the transmission of polynomial a from k to only

1 time. Based on the aforementioned method, we design the hardware architecture of PWM as

shown in Figure 5. The length counter is a 4-bit counter to count the length of a polynomial vector

(corresponding to Step 1 in Algorithm 6). The address generator is an 8-bit counter to generate the

read/write address of the RAM_1 (corresponding to Step 2 in Algorithm 6). Note that the coeffi-

cients of polynomial a are stored in the RAM_1, while the coefficients of b are read directly from

the input FIFO. There are three control states in the PWM module. First, the polynomial a is read

from the input FIFO to the RAM_1 in the read state. Second, two multipliers receive data from the

Input FIFO and the RAM_1. The multipliers complete the point-wise multiplication and modular

reduction operations in the multiplication state. At the same time, the multiplication results are

written to the output FIFO. Reading, computing, and writing the data are carried out in a pipelined

manner. The main computation is to perform multiplication with DSPs and do modular reduction

afterwards (corresponding to Step 3 in Algorithm 6). For the two modular multiplication units, one

is shared with the NTT module, and the other is designed in this module.

ALGORITHM 6: Vectorized Point-wise Multiplication

Input: Polynomial a with coefficient array a[n]

Input: Polynomial vector b with coefficient array b[k][n]

Output: Polynomial vector r = b · a
1: for i = 0; i < k ; i++ // Vectorized read counter design in hardware. The k is configurable using software.

2: for j = 0; j < n; j++ // Single polynomial read counter design in hardware. The n is fixed to 256 in hardware.

3: r [i][j] = a[j] · b[i][j] mod q // Parallel multiplication unit design in hardware (two modular multipliers).

4: end for

5: end for

6: Return r with coefficient array r [k][n]

There are two methods to compute the polynomial addition (i.e., step II) in Figure 4. In method

a, two polynomials c00 and c01 are transmitted from the software to the hardware for computation

first. Then, the temporary result ct1 is transmitted back to software. Next, the polynomials ct1

and c02 are transmitted and computed following the above process repeatedly until the end of the

computation. This method is flexible for parameterized design but requires a 3(l−1)×n coefficients

transmission overhead.

To reduce the transmission workload, we propose method b, in which the temporary results are

kept in hardware for further reuse. Only the polynomials in the same row and the final results

are transmitted. Both methods need to transmit l × n input coefficients and n output coefficients.

However, method a needs to additionally transmit (l − 2) × n intermediate input coefficients and

(l −−2) ×n intermediate output coefficients. Therefore, the vectorized PWA is designed according

to method b to reduce the number of data transfers.
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Fig. 6. Point-wise addition design architecture.

ALGORITHM 7: Vectorized Point-wise Addition
Input: Polynomial a with coefficient array a[n]

Input: Polynomial vector b with coefficient array b[l − 1][n]

Output: Polynomial r with coefficient array r [n]

1: for i = 0; i < l − 1; i++ // Vectorized read counter design in hardware. The l is configurable using software.

2: for j = 0; j < n; j++ // Single polynomial read counter design in hardware. The n is fixed to 256 in hardware.

3: if i == 0

4: r [j] = a[j] ± b[i][j] mod q // Parallel addition unit design in hardware (two modular adders).

5: else

6: r [j] = r [j] + b[i][j] mod q // Two modular adders (reuse the two adders in Step 4).

7: end if

8: end for

9: end for

10: Return r

The PWA algorithm is shown in Algorithm 7. The PWA algorithm could perform different com-

putations: When l = 2 and configured as addition/subtraction, point-wise addition/subtraction of

two polynomials is computed; when l is greater than 2, point-wise addition of polynomial vector

of length l is conducted. From the above analysis, our vectorized addition method can reduce the

data transmission from 3(l − 1) × n coefficients to (l + 1) × n coefficients. Based on Algorithm 7,

we design the hardware architecture of PWA as shown in Figure 6. The length counter is a 4-bit

counter to count the length of a polynomial vector (corresponding to Step 1 in Algorithm 7). The

address generator is an 8-bit counter to generate the read/write address of the RAM_1 and RAM_2

(corresponding to Step 2 in Algorithm 7). There are three computation states in hardware. The

polynomial is read from the input FIFO into the RAM_1 in the read state. If l = 2, then it will

directly enter the final state to complete point-wise addition/subtraction and write data into the

output FIFO (corresponding to Step 4 in Algorithm 7). Subtraction is achieved by taking the nega-

tive of the input FIFO data and then by addition. If l is greater than 2, it will first enter the second

add state after the first read state, perform point-wise additions (corresponding to the Step 5 in

Algorithm 7), and then enter the final state to complete the last set of point-wise addition and

write data to the output FIFO at the same time (corresponding to the Step 4 in Algorithm 7). Two

adders receive data from the RAM and the input FIFO when performing point-wise addition, and

then another two adders are used to compute modular reduction over q. The RAM_1 and RAM_2

take turns sending and receiving data in add_state, controlled by the 1-bit flip signal.
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Fig. 7. SHAKE design diagram. (a) Hardware architecture and pipeline design of the SHAKE module.

(b) SHAKE input control state diagram. (c) SHAKE output control state diagram.

3.4 SHAKE Module with Unified Sampling

SHAKE functions include SHAKE128 and SHAKE256. They are extendable-output functions based

on the Keccak algorithm in SHA-3 family, which takes any input size and generates any output

length. Based on the profiling results in Figure 1, it is the most time-consuming function, and accel-

erating this function would significantly improve the overall system performance. In the Dilithium

algorithm, the SHAKE256 generates random seeds, and its outputs can be used by other operations

directly. However, the SHAKE128 is used to generate numbers such as the polynomial matrix A,

short vectors s1, and s2, which should satisfy some specific requirements. In this case, the outputs

of the SHAKE128 need to be sampled to meet the corresponding requirements. The Keccak func-

tion and the samplers in SHAKE are implemented separately in the software implementation. First,

the Keccak function generates a certain number of random seeds. Then the seeds pass through the

samplers for sampling. If the output cannot meet the requirements after sampling, then the afore-

mentioned operations need to be performed again. However, in the software/hardware co-design,

if the Keccak function and the sampler are implemented separately, then the data transmission

overhead would be non-negligible. In addition, extra control logic and space for restoration are

required. Therefore, the proposed design tightly combines the Keccak function and samplers into

one module to save transmission time and design space.

The hardware design of SHAKE is shown in Figure 7. Figure 7(a) shows the data flow of the

SHAKE module. This module mainly consists of three units, including the read ctrl unit, the Keecak

core unit, and the sampling unit. The read ctrl unit controls the read data flow, which is shown in

Figure 7(b). In the read_state, data is read from the input FIFO to the Keccak core unit. When the

Keccak core unit is full and cannot receive new input data, a 1-bit full signal is sent. The control

state then transfers to the hold state, where a hold counter is used to count until the end of the

hold state.

The Keccak core unit is adjusted and improved based on the design in Reference [32]. The newly

designed Keccak core contains additional registers to hold the state in the permutation block. The

1-bit hold signal is to control the hold state, so the permutation process can be paused to wait for

the end of the sampling process. The input padder accepts 64 bits of input data every cycle and

gets 1,344 bits with padding after 17 or 21 cycles. The valid output bits of the input padder are

1,088 or 1,344, depending on the 2-bit shake_mode signal. The final output is obtained through

repeated permutation, and all the processes cost 48 cycles. The valid final output bits are 1,088
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or 1,344, depending on the 2-bit shake_mode signal. The intermediate 1,600-bit data XOR with

1,344-bit from input padder until all the input bits are absorbed. The 1-bit last signal indicates the

last input, and the 3-bit byte signal is the valid input bytes. The final 1,344-bit can go back into a

new round of permutation with 48 cycles until no more output bits are required. The 1-bit squeeze

signal controls the output bits’ continued generation.

The sampling unit has four stages, and each stage consumes one hardware cycle. An FSM is

designed to indicate the computing state of the Keccak core unit in Figure 7(c). If the Keccak core

unit produces a valid output, then the state will go to the output_state. In the output_state, when

the 1-bit output_ready signal is high, the 1,344-bit output from the Keccak core unit is saved, and

the sampling process starts. In stage 1, the number selection block selects the bits of the sampled

number, and address counters are used to generate the number address. The sampled numbers

are selected according to the sampling type. Two 4-bit sampled numbers in rej_eta sampling are

generated from the selected 8-bit number, and two 23-bit numbers in rej_uniform sampling are

generated from the selected 48-bit number. However, for the SHAKE256 output, the 64-bit number

is sent to the output FIFO directly without sampling. In stage 2, two combined samplers are used for

sampling. One 23-bit temporary number is the previously saved sampled number, while the other

two 23-bit numbers are the current sampled number. In stage 3, two 23-bit numbers will be selected

to output if these numbers meet the requirements. In stage 4, the post transform computation is

performed for the two selected numbers in rej_eta sampling. Since the two samplers accept two

4-bit numbers in one cycle during the rej_eta sampling process, they need at least 168 cycles to

complete the sampling, which is far more than 48 cycles in permutation. Therefore, in rej_eta

sampling, we extend the output cycles to wait for the completion of the sampling process, since,

if we enlarge the bit width of the sampler unit, then the used logic resources would be increased

significantly. As long as the size of the short vector that needs to be sampled is relatively small,

the extension of the clock cycle is a better tradeoff.

4 SOFTWARE/HARDWARE CO-DESIGN ANALYSIS

4.1 Hardware Design and Test

The hardware is designed using Verilog HDL. The designed hardware is synthesized and imple-

mented in Xilinx Vivado 2020.2. The selected device is Zynq-7000 XC7Z020-1. Our design has four

main modules: NTT, PWM, PWA, and SHAKE. The four hardware modules are integrated and con-

nected to PS for function acceleration. Each module can be parameterized to accelerate different

kinds of functions. Configurability has the following costs in hardware: The first is the need to

combine different computing units; the second is to provide an external configuration interface;

the third is that it takes extra time to configure. Our design uses the lightweight AXI-Lite bus

for configuration. It has a simple structure and consumes very few cycles by configuring 32-bit

registers, so the cost of configuration is low. To analyze the performance of function acceleration,

each of these modules is tested individually. Note that during the individual module test, the 64-

bit width input and output FIFOs are also included and configured as read and write interfaces.

The implementation results in terms of hardware resources are shown in Table 4, while the cycle

counts for different parameter settings are shown in Table 5.

4.1.1 Hybrid NTT/INTT Module. The Hybrid NTT/INTT module performs both the NTT and

INTT having the same polynomial length n and modulus q in Dilithium. The configurability of this

module is by adding multiplexers and some arithmetic units based on Algorithm 4. The selection

of NTT and INTT functions only needs the 1-bit ntt_sel signal. The module contains only one

butterfly unit, which consumes two DSPs. The cycle counts of lengthn NTT/INTT mainly includes
n
2 ·2 cycles for FIFOs reading and writing, n

2 · log2 n cycles for NTT calculation, and 15 · log2 n cycles
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Table 4. Hardware Resource of Individual Modules and System Integration

HW Module LUT Slice FF DSP BRAM Fmax (MHz)

NTT/INTT 799 328 971 2 4.5 172

PWM 561 257 796 4 3 178

PWA 527 209 645 0 4 238

SHAKE 8,472 2,411 5,035 0 2 169

HW_ACC_IP 9,365 2,826 6,811 4 5 161

PL_HW_system 13,128 (24%) 4,379 (32%) 11,556 (10%) 4 (1.8%) 14 (10%) 150

Table 5. Hardware Cycles of Each Function under Different

Parameter Settings

HW Module Function HW cycles

NTT/INTT
ntt (n = 256) 1,405

intt (n = 256) 1,405

PWM
point_wise_mul (k = 1) 269

point_wise_mul (k = 6) 911

PWA

point_wise_add (l = 2) 265

point_wise_sub (l = 2) 265

point_wise_add (l = 5) 665

SHAKE

H256 (32, 96) 81

H256 (1,952, 48) 761

H128+rej_uniform (n = 256) 284

H128+rej_eta_4 (n = 256) 302

H128+rej_eta_2 (n = 256) 214

for pipeline delay in different NTT stages. The hybrid structure uses the same cycles for both the

NTT and INTT computation, which is 1,405 cycles in Dilithium of n = 256 and q = 8,380,417. The

critical path in this module lies in the modular reduction unit.

4.1.2 PWM Module. The PWM module realizes the point-wise multiplication of two polyno-

mials. The module could also multiply a variable-length polynomial vector. The configurability

is achieved by setting the length counter through the 4-bit pwm_vector_len signal. Two modular

multiplication units in the PWM module are used to match the transmission speed of input and

output FIFOs. The PWM module needs n
2 cycles to read the first polynomial. We bury the reading

time of the later polynomials into the pipeline computation. There are n
2 · k cycles for point-wise

multiplication and eight cycles for modular multiplication in the pipeline. When the polynomial

vector length k under test is set to six (i.e., the length of NIST security level 3), the cycle cost is 911.

4.1.3 PWA Module. The PWA module computes point-wise addition and subtraction of two

polynomials. The negation of the numbers for subtraction is hidden in the pipeline. The selection

of addition or subtraction function is to use the 1-bit pwa_add_sub signal to depend whether the

negative sign is used in the pipeline computation. The PWA module can also be configured to com-

pute the point-wise addition of polynomial vectors. The polynomial vector length is configured

by setting the length counter through the 4-bit pwa_vector_len signal. The modular addition unit

number is set to two to match the data transmission speed of FIFOs. The computing time mainly

includes n
2 cycles for data reading of the first polynomials and n

2 · (l − 1) cycles of point-wise
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addition. The vector length is parameter configurable. When setting the tested length l = 5 (i.e.,

the length of NIST security level 3), the cycle cost is 665.

4.1.4 SHAKE Module. The SHAKE module completes the SHA-3 related operations and gener-

ates the outputs of the SHAKE256 and the sampled results of the SHAKE128. This module con-

sumes the highest portion of hardware resources, because a relatively high-speed Keccak core

would not become the performance bottleneck of the whole system. The configurability of the

SHAKE module is achieved by length-configurable input and output counters, the multifunctional

Keccak Core, and versatile samplers. The signals defined in Reg2 and Reg3 in Table 3 are all used

to configure the parameters in the SHAE module. The first tested SHAKE256 function works as a

PRNG, which requires 32-byte inputs and obtains 96-byte outputs. The second tested SHAKE256

function works as a collision-resistant hash (CRH) function, which requires 1,952-bytes in-

puts and obtains 48 bytes outputs. For the other three SHAKE128-related functions, the inputs

are 34 bytes, and the outputs are polynomials with a length of 256. All three functions complete

the sampling process in the interval between two rounds of Keccak output (each round consumes

48 cycles for permutation). In rej_uniform sampling, at least five rounds of Keccak permutations

are required, since two samplers receive 48 bits each cycle, and the sampling acceptance rate is 99%.

In rej_eta sampling, two samplers require 8 bits each cycle. For each round (1,344-bit output), 168

cycles are consumed for sampling, which is more than 48 cycles. Therefore, the hold signal is pulled

high to extend two round interval cycles from 48 to 168 to wait for the end of the sampling process.

4.1.5 HW System Integration. The HW_ACC_IP integrates the four modules, while the PL_HW

system integrates all hardware modules on the PL, including the HW_ACC_IP, AXI-DMA, AXI

interconnection, system clock, and the concat module. The maximum working frequency of the

PL_HW_system reaches 150 MHz, which is lower than the individual modules. This is because the

logic congestion during place and route introduces longer wiring paths. Note that the integrated

HW_ACC_IP uses approximately 6.7% less LUT than the sum of the individual modules, because

the hardware resource reuse technique is applied during the system integration. More specifically,

the modular reduction units are shared between the hybrid NTT/INTT module and the PWM

module; thus, four DSPs instead of six are used in the HW_ACC_IP. The BRAMs used by the

hybrid NTT/INTT, PWM, and PWA modules are also shared; thus, only five BRAMs are deployed

in the HW_ACC_IP.

4.2 Firmware Design and Test

The hardware system in PL is connected with an on-chip ARM Cortex-A9 processor and a 512 MB

DDR memory. The processor is working under 666 MHz. After interconnection, the hardware

bitstream is generated and exported to Vitis 2020.2. The Vitis is used for software design and sys-

tem verification. The designed software is written in C/C++. The software includes the original

Dilithium reference implementation, the firmware program to initiate the hardware accelerator,

and the testing program to evaluate the design performance. The Dilithium reference implemen-

tation provides well-optimized algorithms for software execution, so we choose the reference im-

plementation program as the software benchmark and use some of the functions directly in our

design.

The firmware program is to provide the control, monitoring, and data manipulation of the hard-

ware accelerator. It manages the data read and write process by sending the start address and

length of the data to the DMA controller. It controls the start and parameter configuration of each

hardware module by configuring the AIX DMA and registers Reg0-Reg3 in Figure 2. The firmware

program also flushes the data to maintain the data consistency between the hardware acceler-

ator and host processor when the cache is ON. We configure different parameters through the
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Table 6. Function Acceleration Results with Different Parameter Configurations

Processor cache turn on Processor cache turn off

Function
SW

time(μs)
SW/HW

time(μs)
Speedup

SW

time(μs)
SW/HW

time(μs)
Speedup

ntt (n = 256) 177.6 15.6 11.3 2,239.3 14.2 157.0

intt (n = 256) 227.4 15.6 14.5 3,113.0 14.2 218.4

point_wise_mul (k = 1) 50.7 12.7 3.9 731.4 11.2 65.0

point_wise_mul (k = 6) 305.9 36.7 8.3 4,381.1 16.4 266.3

point_wise_add (l = 2) 24.8 12.6 2.0 457.9 11.2 40.8

point_wise_sub (l = 2) 24.7 12.5 2.0 457.8 11.2 40.6

point_wise_add (l = 5) 52.4 16.6 3.1 994.3 11.6 85.2

H256 (32, 96) 63.3 4.0 15.5 1,007.2 6.3 159.6

H256 (1,952, 48) 954.0 9.8 96.4 14,908.5 9.5 1,553.2

H128+rej_uniform (n = 256) 341.6 11.3 30.0 5,499.2 11.7 467.8

H128+rej_eta_4 (n = 256) 145.5 11.6 12.4 2,333.1 11.9 194.8

H128+rej_eta_2 (n = 256) 81.5 11.0 7.4 1,293.3 11.1 115.6

matrix_mul (k = 6, l = 5)
(Before SW adjustment)

1,194.4

298.8 4.0

17,910.0

281.4 63.6

matrix_mul (k = 6, l = 5)
(After SW adjustment)

229.2 5.2 212.6 84.2

firmware program to test the acceleration results of each function. The test results are as shown

in Table 6. Due to the time difference of the software execution, all the time indices are the av-

erage of 1,000 measurements. To evaluate the speed performance of each function, we compare

the computing time of the pure software and software/hardware co-design for each function. The

tested software/hardware co-design is to use the designed firmware program to call the hardware

accelerator. In terms of pure software implementation, the ARM Cortex-A9 processor is used by

turning the processor’s cache ON and OFF. This is because, in the Internet of Things (IoT) ap-

plication scenarios, the energy-efficient processors might not have cache support. To demonstrate

the use of accelerator in different embedded devices, the firmware program is tested with the cache

turned ON and OFF. The speedup is the ratio of the SW time to SW/HW time, which indicates the

software/hardware acceleration improvement over the pure software.

As shown in Table 6, the pure software with cache turn ON has around 12–18× speedup com-

pared to the cache turn OFF time. However, the performance improvement of cache is insignificant

when compared to the SW/HW time. This is because the cache could significantly accelerate the

arithmetic computation in pure software design. While the firmware program mainly completes

interface calls and is rarely affected by the cache. In addition, when the cache is ON, data flush

functions are required, so this factor increases the SW/HW time. For example, due to the long data

flush time, the tested function point_wise_mul (k = 6) consumes significantly more time when the

cache is ON. However, DMA preparation time is shorter if the cache is ON, decreasing the total

execution time. This helps to explain why the time of the H256 (32, 96) function is shorter when the

cache is on. The proposed software/hardware system has 2–96× speedup compared to the pure

software implementation. The SW/HW acceleration of point_wise_mul and point_wise_add func-

tion increase with the parameter k and l , respectively, because the vectorized method is applied to

reduce the data transmission amounts. The tested point_wise_mul function is directly used for the

polynomial vector multiplication acceleration in Algorithms 2,3. Thanks to the high-performance

architecture design of the SHAKE module, the H256 (1,952, 48) function achieves a speedup of 96
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when compared with the pure software time. This result demonstrates that the high-speed archi-

tecture design for the time-consuming functions gives a good tradeoff.

4.3 Software Adjustment and Operational Analysis

The polynomial matrix-vector multiplication is the main algebraic operation in the scheme. Ac-

cording to Figure 4, the polynomial matrix-vector multiplication first performs multiplication op-

erations and then performs addition operations. We design multiplication and addition units to

accelerate this computation according to method 2 and method b, respectively. However, the orig-

inal software algorithm is designed according to method 1 and method a, so directly applying our

designed hardware for acceleration is not efficient enough. As shown in Algorithm 1, matrix A is

obtained with SHAKE128 and the sampling function (i.e., Step 4) and then performs the polyno-

mial matrix-vector multiplication (i.e., Step 6). The sampling function of step 4 is to sample by row,

but in method 2 of Figure 4, we need to transfer the data of matrix A by column. The mismatched

arrangement of rows and columns between sampling and multiplication of matrix A will lead to

inefficient DMA transfers. Because DMA is most efficient when data is continuously transmitted,

and the inconsistency of rows and columns requires data to be transmitted in segments, thereby

reducing transmission efficiency. Here, we adjust the sampling order of matrix A, from sampling

by row to sampling by column. Since different rows and columns are sampled independently, after

we modify the sampling order, we can ensure that the obtained matrix A is consistent with the

original one without affecting the subsequent calculation results. In addition, after adjustment, no

additional memory is needed to store matrix A, since the row and column ordering of sampling

and computation is consistent. Otherwise, we need to create an additional array to store matrix A
after the multiplication calculation, increasing memory usage. The matrix_mul (k = 6, l = 5) is

calculated by first using point_wise_mul (k = 6) five times to obtain an intermediate matrix and

then using point_wise_add (l = 5) six times to obtain the final output, as shown in the two steps

of Figure 4. We compare the computational efficiency before and after the adjustment in Table 6.

We can calculate that after adjustment, the efficiency is improved by (1− 229.2
298.8 ) = 23.3% with cache

ON and (1 − 212.6
281.4 ) = 24.4% with cache OFF.

The SW/HW co-design execution flow of each accelerated function in Table 6 is summarized

as shown in the Figure 8. Figure 8(a) shows the common execution order to call the hardware ac-

celerator. This process includes the register configuration of the design parameters and the start

signal, cache flush to keep data consistency between cache and DDR, DMA read to send the read

data address and length to the DMA module, HW compute for computation, and DMA write to

transfer the results back to DDR memory. The configurability of the whole system is achieved by

the register configuration process. For the NTT and SHAKE computation, as shown in Figure 8(b),

hardware accelerators are working in pipelined with DMA read and write; thus, parts of the DMA

read and write time are buried into the hardware computation. For the point-wise multiplication

in polynomial vector multiplication and polynomial matrix-vector multiplication, as shown in

Figure 8(c), DMA read, hardware computation, and DMA write are deeply pipelined; thus, the

data transmission overhead is reduced significantly. In terms of the point-wise addition, as shown

in Figure 8(d), the addresses of the vectors may be discontinuous; thus, multiple read data transfers

are initiated. However, with the help of FIFO to buffer the data, the data transfer time can still be

deeply pipelined with hardware calculations. The whole system can work efficiently by using the

above three types of execution flow.

4.4 Overall Software/Hardware Co-design Speedup

After the system integration, we evaluated and compared the Dilithium signature algorithms on

both pure software and hardware-software co-design. The transmission interface is configured
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Fig. 8. Execution flow of hardware accelerator. (a) Common interface calling flow. (b) Execution flow with

pipelined hardware design in NTT and SHAKE. (c) Execution flow with deeply pipelined hardware design in

vectorized multiplication. (d) Execution flow with deeply pipelined hardware design in vectorized addition.

Fig. 9. Dilithium average compute time. (a)compute with processor cache ON. (b)compute with processor

cache OFF.

according to the parameters of Dilithium. Moreover, the hardware accelerator is designed to be

fully parameter configurable; there is no need to modify the hardware design and transmission

interface to adapt to different security levels. The Dilithium algorithms are tested 1,000 times, and

the average running time is recorded in Figure 9. The speedup of the software-hardware co-design

to pure software is calculated accordingly and illustrated in Figure 10. In Figures 9 and 10, K refers

to Key generation, S refers to Sign, V refers to Verify, and 2, 3, and 5 are the corresponding NIST

security levels.

As shown in Figure 9, for the same security level, the Key generation and Verify algorithms

take similar computing time, while the Sign algorithm consumes 3–5 more time. This is because,

during the Sign process, the signature rejection would introduce a re-computation of Sign, thus

increasing the computing time. For different security levels, the computing time increases with

the expansion of the corresponding parameters.
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Fig. 10. Dilithium speedup for hardware acceleration.

Table 7. Comparison of NTT Hardware Accelerator

Design Modulus Device cycles Freq.(MHz) LUT/Slice/DSP LUT/Slice/DSP ×103 cycles

[46] 8,380,417 Xilinx Artix-7 1,170 216 2,044/N/A/16 2,391/N/A/18.7

[23] 8,380,417 Xilinx Virtex-7 533 N/A 444/N/A/17 241/N/A/9.06

[16] 1,049,089 Xilinx Spatan-6 220 235 N/A/14K/128 N/A/3,080/28.1

[14] N/A Xilinx Spatan-6 4,066 233 533/214/1 2,167/870/4.06

This work 8,380,417 Xilinx Artix-7 1,405 172 799/328/2 1,122/460/2.8

Considering the speedup in Figure 10, the Key generation algorithm has the highest accelera-

tion, while the Sign algorithm has the lowest index. This is because the Sign algorithm needs to

unpack the generated key and pack the generated signature. These operations have no parallel

property; thus, their computation would be serial in the hardware. To alleviate the usage of hard-

ware resources for other operations, the pack and unpack operations are calculated in the software.

In summary, when the cache is ON, our hardware-software co-design system could accelerate the

Dilithium algorithms by 6.3–12.5×. When the cache is OFF, it could accelerate the algorithms by

11.2–33.2×.

5 COMPARISON WITH RELATED WORKS

5.1 Comparison of Polynomial Operations

Polynomial operations are the most important operations in lattice-based cryptography. Many de-

signs explore different NTT architectures to optimize polynomial operations. The designs in Ref-

erences [10, 14, 16] are specially optimized for the NTT operation, and the designs in References

[22, 42–44, 46] are optimized for the NTT design in post-quantum cryptography schemes. Table 7

compares the performance and resource consumption of the NTT hardware accelerator in different

designs. The performance is to measure the consumed hardware cycles. The resource consumption

compares the used LUT, Slice, and DSPs. The area-time product (ATP) is calculated for compar-

ison by multiplying the consumed hardware cycles by the number of LUT, Slice, and DSPs. For a

fair comparison, the polynomial length n is 256 in all compared designs.

Zhou et al. [46] designed a hardware architecture for polynomial vector operations, including

NTT, INTT, point-wise multiplication, and point-wise addition. In Reference [46], the twiddle fac-

tor generation is on the fly and works simultaneously with butterfly operations. Different computa-

tion flows were designed for CT-NTT and GS-INTT. The computation of NTT and INTT required

an additional stage point-wise multiplication. In contrast, we design a hybrid architecture for both
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NTT and INTT computation. We explore the symmetry of the twiddle factor in NTT and INTT

and store the precomputed twiddle factor in ROM. Meanwhile, we achieve a more compact design

in hybrid architecture by combining control logic and resuing computing resources. Furthermore,

we do not need an extra point-wise multiplication stage, because we have incorporated the addi-

tional required point-wise multiplication with the precomputed twiddle factor and the butterfly

unit computation. Our design consumes longer cycles, because we additionally include the data

read and write process between the FIFO and RAM. Our NTT module does not include the point-

wise multiplication and point-wise addition, because we provide dedicated acceleration in other

modules by fully exploiting the computational properties of MLWE computation. In comparison,

our design is more compact and achieves a better ATP.

Land et al. [23] designed a high-speed NTT module, which contained two independent BFUs

for parallel computation, and used DSP for all arithmetic operations to achieve low area, high-

frequency design. Their design consumed fewer LUTs and hardware cycles, because it did not need

to connect to the processor, thus reducing control logic and read and write cycles. Additionally, the

design contains two butterfly units for higher parallelism, while we only have one butterfly unit.

In comparison, our design consumes fewer DSPs and is more suitable for resource-constrained

embedded devices to save DSP resources. Feng et al. [16] proposed a hardware architecture for the

multi-lane NTT algorithm, where d (d = 16) lanes of butterfly units worked in parallel to complete

the NTT calculation. Their design is highly parallel, while our module contains only one comput-

ing unit. Compared with Reference [16], our design achieves better ATP in both slice and DSP

usage. Du et al. [14] designed an efficient polynomial multiplier to multiply two polynomials. The

designed architecture transformed two polynomials into the NTT domain, completed point-wise

multiplication, and then transformed back to the normal domain. In our accelerated algorithm,

most data is sampled in the NTT domain. It only requires a small amount of NTT calculations

while a larger amount of INTT calculations. Therefore, our modules perform NTT and INTT cal-

culations, individually. To sum up, our polynomial operation accelerator achieves a good balance

between performance and resource usage, which is suitable for the software/hardware co-design

acceleration.

5.2 Comparison of Complete Signature Scheme

Our SW/HW co-design put the software design in an embedded processor and deployed the most

time-consuming tasks in an FPGA for acceleration. Many works used similar design principles to

speed up the Dilithium algorithm and other signature algorithms. Table 8 makes a detailed com-

parison of our design with other related SW/HW co-design. However, some works used different

design principles, such as deploying the complete algorithm in an FPGA. For complete compar-

isons, we list the results of pure hardware design using FPGA. Table 9 compares the results with

the related pure hardware designs. When comparing the performance of the sign (S), we use the

best-case scenario, where the signature is successfully generated after only one loop without re-

jection in Algorithm 2. According to the reference performance of Skylake CPU in Reference [3]

and our analysis results in ARM Cortex-A9, the average cycle of Sign (S) is 4× of the cycle Key

Gen (K). While in the best case, the cycle of Sign (S) is 1.5× of the cycle of Key Gen (K). Since most

designs provided the best case results, we used the best case in Sign (S) for fair comparisons.

Some of the compared Dilithium designs are based on NIST PQC round-2 parameters. There

are some differences between the round-2 and round-3 designs. In round-3 design, the used public

key matrix size is changed from 4 × 3 and 5 × 4, to 4 × 4 in security level 2. The non-zero co-

efficients output in the SampleInBall function changed from 60 to 39 and 49 for security level 2

and 3. The dropped bits of the public key are reduced from 14 to 13. The sampling range of mask-

ing polynomial y is changed to power-of-2 for simplicity. According to the Dilithium-Algorithm
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Table 8. Comparison with Related SW/HW Co-design

Schemea Platform
Freq.

(MHz)
LUT

Time (ms)

(K/S/V)

LUT × Time

×103 (K/S/V)
OPTb

(ms)

Thro.c

(OP/s)

[46] Dilithium-2d

Xilinx Zynq 7000

XC7Z020

2CLG400I

533(SW)

100(HW)

2,620I N/A/15.6/11.8 N/A/40.8/30.9 27.4e 36.4

6,253I I N/A/15.1/11.5 N/A/94.4/71.9 26.6e 37.5

2,620I I I N/A/12.6/9.94 N/A/33.0/26.0 22.5e 44.3

Altera

Cyclone IV

100(SW)

100(HW)

3,908IV N/A/2,030/465 N/A/7,933/1,817 2,495e 0.4

8,568V N/A/391/128 N/A/3,350/1,096 519e 1.9

[4]
Dilithium-2d TSMC 40nm LP

CMOS ASIC

72(SW)

72(SW)

N/A 2.3/8.8/1.1 N/A 12.2 81.9

Dilithium-3d N/A 3.1/11.3/3.8 N/A 18.2 54.9

[19] Dilithium-5
Xilinx Zynq 7000

XC7Z010-1

667(SW)

163(HW)
N/A 0.50/0.60/0.54 N/A 1.64 609

[45] SM2f Xilinx Zynq 7000
666(SW)

50(HW)
13,821 9.7/9.3/19 134/128/262 20.9 47.8

This

work

Dilithium-2 Xilinx Zynq7000

XC7Z020

CLG484-1

666(SW)

150(HW)
13,128

1.1/2.3/1.1 14.4/30.1/14.4 4.5 222

Dilithium-3 1.5/3.1/1.6 19.6/40.6/21.0 6.2 161

Dilithium-5 2.2/4.5/2.3 28.8/59.0/30.1 9.0 111

a 2,3,5 refer to NIST security level. b The operation (OP) includes all the procedures of Dilithium (K+S+V). The

operation time (OPT) is the time of each operation. c The throughput (Thro.) is the number of operations per second

(OP/s). d NIST PQC round-2 implementation. e The operation here only includes S and V, but not K. f SM2 is an elliptic

curve-based public key standard, which cannot resist attacks by quantum computers. I ARM Cortex-A9 +

polynominal(HW). I I ARM Cortex-A9 + polynominal (HW) + Keccak (HW). I I I ARM Cortex-A9 + polynominal(HW) +

Keccak(NEON instructions). IV Nios II + polynominal(HW). V Nios II + polynominal(HW) + Keccak(HW).

specifications [3, 15], compared with the round-2 security level 2 algorithm, the round-3 security

level 2 algorithm consumes cycles of 81% (K), 66% (S), 87% (V), while the round-3 security level 3

algorithm consumes cycles of 146% (K), 115% (S), 129% (V) running on the Skylake CPU. At the

same security level, the round-3 algorithm performance is better due to simplifying the above

operations and optimizing the software code. However, the parts we do hardware acceleration,

including NTT, PWM, PWA, and SHAKE operations, have not changed. The changed parts only

affect a small part of the software implementation and have no significant impact on the design

performance comparison. Our design has achieved acceleration for all security levels. Therefore,

the acceleration performance could be fairly compared with other works.

Zhou et al. [46] presented an SW/HW co-design of Dilithium with a tradeoff between speed and

resource utilization. The author designed hardware accelerators for polynomial multiplication and

the SHA-3 Keccak function. The author implemented the design on Xilinx Zynq 7000 XC7Z020,

which is most comparable to our design. The author provided three hardware acceleration meth-

ods in this platform: polynomial (I), polynomial + Keccak (II), and polynomial + NEON vector

instruction acceleration for Keccak (III). However, these three methods can only provide no more

than 2× speedup, while our design achieves 7–12× speedup. Our speedup is higher because we con-

sider the computational characteristic of MLWE to accelerate point multiplication and point-wise

addition. Meanwhile, we combine the Keccak function with different sampling functions to speed

up SHA-3 related RPNG functions. The author obtained lower speed and lower throughput on the

Altera Cyclone IV platform because of the lower performance of the Nios II processor; therefore,

the overall system performance decreases in this case. Overall, our design has higher speedup and

higher throughput and achieves a better balance between performance and resource consumption.

Banerjee et al. [4] presented a cryptography processor with NTT acceleration architecture and

a Keccak-based PRNG core with a discrete distribution sampler architecture. Their design used a

low-power RISC-V microprocessor for software computations and custom hardware architecture

for time-consuming operations. This work demonstrated several NIST round-2 algorithms, includ-

ing NewHope, qTESLA, CRYSTALS-Dilithium, and so on. The processor was fabricated in TSMC
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Table 9. Comparison with Other Pure HW Design

Scheme Platform
Freq.

(MHz)
LUT/FF/DSP/BRAM

Time (ms)

(K/S/V)

OPT

(ms)

Thro.

(OP/s)

[41] Dilithium-2b

Xilinx Artix-7

HLS

implementation

114

86,646/17,674/N/A/N/A,

90,567/21,160/N/A/N/A,

65,274/15,169/N/A/N/A

2.0/14.2/2.5 18.7 53.4

[37] Dilithium-2b Xilinx Virtex-7

UltraScale+

350,

333,

158

54,183/25,236/182/15,

68,461/86,295/965/145,

61,738/34,963/316/18

0.05/0.06/0.09 0.21 4,758

[6]

Dilithium-2

Xilinx Artix-7 256 53,187/28,318/16/29

0.02/0.12/0.03 0.17 5,882

Dilithium-3 0.03/0.19/0.04 0.26 3,846

Dilithium-5 0.05/0.21/0.05 0.31 3,325

[19] Dilithium-5 Xilinx Artix-7 163 13,975/6,845/35/4 0.38/0.69/0.41 1.48 675

This

work

Dilithium-2 Xilinx Zynq7000

XC7Z020

CLG484-1

666 (SW)

150 (HW)
13,128/11,556/4/14д

1.1/2.3/1.1 4.5 222

Dilithium-3 1.5/3.1/1.6 6.2 161

Dilithium-5 2.2/4.5/2.3 9.0 111

b NIST PQC round-2 implementation. дThe consumed resources include all modules in PL (the designed accelerator,

AXI DMA, DDR interface, etc.).

40 nm low-power CMOS process. Our design further accelerates the point-wise operations for

MLWE computation. Because it is an ASIC-based design targeted for energy efficiency, the com-

puting system worked under a low working frequency of 75 MHz. Therefore, our proposed system

still surpasses their design in terms of throughput.

Gupta et al. [19] presented a pure hardware design of Dilithium on the Xilinx Artix-7 platform.

The authors also evaluated the design as a co-processor and fitted it into the Xilinx Zynq 7000

XC7Z010-1 platform. This work made all calculations in hardware, and the ARM Cortex-A9 proces-

sor was only used to complete the interface calls without participating in the calculation. However,

our design accelerates each function individually, requiring more data transfers in hardware and

software. Our design can be configured to run Key Gen, Sign, and Verify algorithms at all security

levels. Hence, our design provides higher flexibility.

Zheng et al. [45] present an SW/HW co-design of the SM2 digital signature algorithm on the Xil-

inx Zynq-7000 SoC platform. The author implemented point and modular operations in hardware

and the signature/verification algorithm flow in software to achieve performance balance. Our de-

sign uses a similar platform to achieve a comparable speedup. However, since SM2 is an elliptic

curve-based signature algorithm, it cannot resist the attack of quantum computers. Our design

shows that Dilithium can provide long-term security guarantees and achieve higher throughput

by using similar hardware resource consumption in SW/HW co-design.

Table 9 lists the results for some pure hardware designs. Soni et al. [41] mapped the C source code

of Dilithium into FPGA by using the High-Level Synthesis (HLS). The authors implemented the

Key generation, Sign, and Verify algorithms separately. Due to the low efficiency of HLS, their hard-

ware design used a relatively large amount of logic but still obtained lower throughput compared

with ours. Ricci et al. [37] presented the first hardware design of Dilithium on Virtex-7 UltraScale+

FPGAs. Beckwith et al. [6] presented a high-performance implementation of Dilithium combining

three major operations at all security levels. Gupta et al. [19] presented a lightweight hardware im-

plementation of Dilithium at security level 5. The design in Reference [19] is lightweight because

each module used a lightweight implementation. For example, the Keccak module in their design

consumed 4,200 LUTs, while ours consumed about 8,000 LUTs.

The pure hardware designs have a higher degree of parallelism and do not need to transfer

data between software and hardware. Hence, pure hardware implementation can achieve higher

throughput compared with SW/HW co-design. However, SW/HW co-design has some advantages.
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First, SW/HW co-design only focuses on hardware designs of the computationally intensive parts,

which can reduce the system development time. Second, SW/HW co-design can reduce hardware

resource usage by realizing module reuse, allowing the system to apply more functions and al-

gorithms. Otherwise, deploying a single algorithm may occupy the resources of the entire board.

Third, SW/HW co-design has a higher flexibility. The proposed accelerator has already integrated

into the processor and it is easy to apply in real application scenarios. The communication inter-

face can be shared with other accelerators. Thus, it is easier to construct a more versatile system. In

addition, The deployment of algorithms may be different from the original algorithms when consid-

ering different application scenarios. In the SW/HW co-design, the software in the processor can

be easily upgraded and flexibly adjust the parameters in hardware, which can help algorithms bet-

ter integrate into different scenarios. If a more compact design is expected, then the SHA-3 core in

the design could be upgraded to be more lightweight, as we now use a relatively high-performance

core to maintain the performance.

6 CONCLUSIONS

This article presents a software/hardware co-design of the NIST PQC round-3 digital signature

scheme, CRYSTALS-Dilithium. For high speed, our accelerator designed and implemented hard-

ware modules, including a hybrid NTT/INTT, point-wise multiplier and adder, and SHAKE PRNG

with tightly coupled samplers. For flexibility, the ARM processor is cooperated with the afore-

mentioned hardware accelerator to compute Dilithium for different security levels. The hardware

is fully pipelined and parameterized and thus could perform different calculations according to

the configured parameters. We tested the hardware modules, analyzed individual function perfor-

mances, and verified the hardware acceleration results of the Dilithium algorithms. According to

the implementation results, our design consumes a reasonable amount of hardware resources and

obtains high acceleration results. Our software/hardware co-design achieves a good balance in

speed, resources, and flexibility compared with existing pure software and hardware designs.

A potential future work is integrating the hardware accelerator into the RISC-V processor and

targeting low-power IoT applications. It is worth exploring the design space for a more compact

design or designs with a higher degree of parallelism. It would also be interesting to analyze side-

channel attacks and explore approaches that would make our hardware accelerator resistant to

more advanced attacks.
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